My art has reached more than 40 countries around the world!
"If we are connected to our soul we can vibrate much higher"

@soyfira
"Art reflects what happens in society"

@soyfira
"Social networks are anything but social. NFTs allow us to unite and bring a community closer together through everything."

@soyfira
"An NFT is not a JPG, it is not even a work of art, it is a key that opens a door".

@soyfira
#NewProfilePic I don’t need to see when I have the vision 🚀 welcome the 8th @BoredApeYC to the Aoki family. #9309
Astro Neas #1013

Properties
- BACKGROUND: Cyan Fx 01
- SUIT: Purple Starflow
- HEAD: Blue
- EYEBROWS: Rounded
- MOUTH: Kiss Red
- TATTOO: Empty Heart Down
- MOLE: Cheekbone
- EYES: Glasses Lolita
- NOSE: Button
What are you waiting for?
"We are all connected by one single stroke"

@soyfira
SOYFIRA@